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Abstract

In this paper, we compare the performance of four mod-
els in a retrieval based question answering dialogue
task on two moderately sized corpora (∼ 10, 000 utter-
ances). One model is a statistical model and uses cross
language relevance while the others are deep neural net-
works utilizing the BERT architecture along with dif-
ferent retrieval methods. The statistical model has pre-
viously outperformed LSTM based neural networks in a
similar task whereas BERT has been proven to perform
well on a variety of NLP tasks, achieving state-of-the-
art results in many of them. Results show that the sta-
tistical cross language relevance model outperforms the
BERT based architectures in learning question-answer
mappings. BERT achieves better results by mapping
new questions to existing questions.

1 Introduction
Given a question, the task of fetching relevant answers from
a set of answers is referred to as retrieval based question
answering. This method has been widely used to create di-
alogue agents (Lommatzsch and Katins 2019)(Yan et al.
2016)(Leuski and Traum 2011) as it allows for limiting the
scope of the agent to relevant topics. This task is different
from traditional question answering as the focus here is to
create agents capable of carrying out fluid conversation with
a user and portraying a consistent personality, instead of just
fetching correct answers for factual questions. The nature
of the problem makes it analogous to information retrieval,
where a set of relevant documents must be fetched, given a
user’s query.

Recently deep neural networks, based on the transformer
architecture (Vaswani et al. 2017), have had a huge impact
in the field of information retrieval (Akkalyoncu Yilmaz et
al. 2019)(Reimers and Gurevych 2019)(Jiang et al. 2020).
These models have achieved state-of-the-art results in mul-
tiple tasks (Hoang, Bihorac, and Rouces 2019)(Zaheer et al.
2020)(Sun et al. 2019) including dialogue agent modelling
when there is a large amount (∼ 100, 000 utterances) of
training data available (Wu et al. 2020). However, dialogue
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agents modelling singular personalities often deal with sig-
nificantly less data. Transfer learning on parameter heavy
transformer based models leads to problems like inconsis-
tent agent personality (Chen et al. 2022) and overfitting .
Thus statistical language modelling methods, although sim-
plistic in nature, have been proven to perform extremely well
on such tasks (Alavi, Leuski, and Traum 2020).

Through this paper, our primary contributions to the field
are as follows:

• We compare a Cross Language Relevance model with
three different deep neural networks based on the BERT
architecture on two retrieval based question answering
datasets of moderate size (∼ 10, 000 utterances).

• We demonstrate the superiority of the relevance model
over the state-of-the-art BERT models on the retrieval task
where new questions are mapped to the answer set.

• We demonstrate the overall superiority of the state-of-the-
art BERT models by following a retrieval method where
new questions are mapped to the existing question set.

• We perform an error analysis and describe the type of er-
rors made most often by the different models.

2 Related Work
The NPCEditor, introduced in (Leuski and Traum 2012),
contains a statistical model for creating dialogue agents. The
model has since been used to create and deploy various dia-
logue agents trained on datasets from different domains. One
of the most famous domains is that of Pinchas Gutter (Traum
et al. 2015b), a holocaust survivor, who recounts stories from
his childhood when he was forced into concentration camps.
This system has been exhibited at many museums over the
past few years. We used data from this system for our cur-
rent experiments (see Section 5.1) as well as the system it-
self for comparison with other models that were introduced
much more recently.

The NPCEditor uses a Cross Language Relevance model.
It requires a set of questions and answers with links estab-
lished from the questions to relevant answers as a dataset to
train a classifier. The entire algorithm behind the working of
the NPCEditor has been described in detail in (Leuski and
Traum 2012). We have given a sketch of the most important
parts in section 3.1.



(Alavi, Leuski, and Traum 2020) previously showed a
comparison between the NPCEditor and LSTM based deep
neural networks on datasets varying from ∼ 10,000 utter-
ances to ∼ 1 million utterances. The paper showed that even
though the LSTM network performs better on the large scale
dataset, its performance is dominated by the NPCEditor on
the moderate sized ones. A few of NPCEditor’s strengths
that enable such performance are:

• It treats questions and answers as different ’languages’,
so the retrieval task is really a translation-retrieval task.
Thus, it does not need to deal with the inherently different
properties of questions and answers (discussed in Section
4).

• It is a simple model with very few training parameters
(less than 10) thus, the classifier almost never overfits the
data.

However, the NPCEditor still faces a few challenges:

• The answer models created by the NPCEditor are created
over all the words observed in the answer vocabulary in
the training set. However, during an interaction with a
user, the user can use any words, some of which might
not be in the training data. As a result, the classifier runs
into a problem of vocabulary mismatch with the user.

• It uses words as the basic unit of computation. Each word
is treated separately even if they can be used interchange-
ably in an utterance. Thus, it may not be able to retrieve
queries with unseen or seldom seen words even if there
are synonyms in the training data.

• Every utterance is stored and described as a frequency
of words. This breaks down the sentence into a bag of
words. Thus, the NPCEditor loses some of the positional
information for the words conveyed by the structure of the
sentence.

Noting these drawbacks and the fact that LSTM based
neural networks have been outperformed by BERT based
neural networks (Devlin et al. 2019) (Yamada et al. 2020),
we decided to draw a comparison between the latter and
the NPCEditor. BERT was proposed by (Devlin et al. 2019)
and it was created by stacking the encoder layers of a trans-
former. Given an input utterance, BERT generates 768 di-
mensional dense embeddings. Recently, it achieved state-of-
the-art results in multiple NLP tasks. The following points
about BERT makes it the ideal candidate for this compara-
tive study.

• BERT was pretrained on a huge corpus(∼ 13M) of En-
glish utterances. One of its pretraining objectives was
masked language modelling, in which the model has to
predict randomly blanked out words in an input utterance.
This translates to a good knowledge of synonyms.

• Due to having such a large pretraining corpus, BERT also
has a large vocabulary. Additionally, BERT tokenization
occurs at the subword level. This means BERT can break
down previously unseen words into known subwords and
then calculate the embeddings. This reduces the chance of
vocabulary mismatch with the user.

• BERT adds a positional encoding to the input embeddings
before performing further computation. Thus, the model
can utilize some of the positional information conveyed
by the structure of the utterance itself.

BERT is a general language model which is trained to per-
form well in a variety of tasks. However, our task is specif-
ically related to information retrieval. (Gururangan et al.
2020) showed that the continued pretraining of BERT helps
in domain adaptation that translates to better performance
in specific downstream tasks. SentenceBERT (Reimers and
Gurevych 2019) is a library of different variations of BERT
models. These models were continued to be pretrained on
semantic searching and information retrieval tasks. These
pretraining objectives align closely with the downstream
task of retrieval based question answering. Hence, we have
used pretrained models from this library, instead of the basic
BERT model, that we further fine-tuned on the downstream
task.

3 Models
We have tested four classification algorithms in our study.
All of these algorithms essentially learn a function that
can map a question to an answer, where the set of an-
swers is fixed, but the set of questions is any sequence of
English words. We also have a training set containing a
set of matches between known questions and their relevant
answers. However these algorithms are based on different
methods and combinations. We tested one NPCEditor algo-
rithm and three BERT algorithms, described in more detail
in the rest of this section.

We examined two different retrieval methods using BERT.
The first retrieval method we test, generates a similarity met-
ric between input questions and the set of answers. Since, in
a dialogue task, questions and answers often contain simi-
lar words, this retrieval method would help distinguish be-
tween relevant and non-relevant answers. Similar words spo-
ken in the same context would also generate similar embed-
dings when passed through BERT. We looked at two algo-
rithms using this method, Bi-encoder and Cross-encoder, as
described in sections 3.2 and 3.3, respectively.

Our second retrieval method involves generating a simi-
larity metric between the input question and the set of ques-
tions observed in the training set. The manually annotate rel-
evant answer would then be fetched from the most similar
question. This method is described in Section 3.4, and the
motivation behind this approach has been described in detail
in Section 4

3.1 NPCEditor
The NPCEditor uses Cross Language Relevance and works
by generating similarity metrics between questions and an-
swers. The first step in this process is to generate answer
language models for all the answers in the answer set. The
answer language models are probability distributions over
all the words in the answer vocabulary. The NPCEditor uses
Jelinek-Mercer smoothing to create these models.

Given a query, the next step is to generate an answer lan-
guage model from that query. This is a probability distri-



bution of conditional probabilities over all the words in the
answer vocabulary. Given a query Q = q1, q2, ...qn, and the
answer vocabulary |A|, the answer language model can be
defined as:

P (a|Q) =
P (a, q1, q2, ...qn)

P (q1, q2, ...qn)
∀a ∈ |A| (1)

Once the answer language model has been generated from
the query, it is compared with the existing answer language
models. The NPCEditor uses KL Divergence for this com-
parison and ranks the corresponding answers. The topmost
answers are selected as relevant based on a threshold that is
learned during training.

D(PQ(A)||P (A)) =
∑
a∈|A|

P (a|Q) log
P (a|Q)

P (a)
(2)

3.2 Bi-Encoder
Bi-Encoders are one of the most popular information re-
trieval models due to their capacity for high speed inference.
The Bi-Encoder consists of a pair of encoders that individ-
ually map the question and answer to the embedding space.
Once these embeddings have been generated, they can be
checked for similarity using a metric like cosine similarity.
We can pre-compute the embeddings for the answers. Thus,
during inference we need to compute only one embedding
for the question. Generating relevance scores is a simple ma-
trix multiplication with the embeddings which does not have
a considerable overhead.

However, the performance of the bi-encoder is limited.
Since the model works on individual utterances, it has no
knowledge of the question-answer pair, ie. when generat-
ing answer embeddings the model has no knowledge of the
question and vice-versa. This is an important factor because
the structure of an answer is dependent on the question.

3.3 Bi-Encoder + Cross Encoder
A cross encoder is much more of an end-to-end approach.
For a question-answer pair, it computes relevance scores di-
rectly, instead of generating individual embeddings and then
using a similarity metric. The cross encoder’s architecture
involves a BERT model with a classification head.

The model has been shown to perform better than bi-
encoders in information retrieval tasks. This is expected
since the model can utilize the knowledge of the question-
answer pair, something that the bi-encoder cannot. However,
the model is not without its challenges.

The biggest pitfall of the cross encoder is its slow infer-
ence and problems with scalability. Since the model takes
question-answer pairs as input, every combination of the
question and answers in the answer set must be passed into
the model during inference. This leads to the computation
of as many embeddings as there are answers. If the dataset
contains a lot of answers, the model can potentially become
too slow to carry out real time conversation with the user.

This problem can be mitigated by modifying the architec-
ture of the retrieval methodology. We can use a Bi-Encoder

to retrieve some good answers for the question and then sim-
ply re-rank these answers using the cross encoder. Thus, we
limit the search space to a subset of the answer set.

3.4 Question Similarity
The previous BERT based approaches involve learning a
mapping from questions embeddings to answer embeddings.
However, comparing questions with answer has a few inher-
ent problems. These problems have been discussed in detail
in Section 4. NPCEditor avoids this trap by generating the
framework of an answer from a question and then compar-
ing this framework with the existing answers in the answer
set.

With BERT, we could utilize the question embeddings to
compare a previously unseen question directly with the other
questions in the training set. Since the training questions are
already linked to the relevant answers, we fetch the relevant
answers for the similar question. However, one of the chal-
lenges faced by this approach is when the previously unseen
question has no similar questions in the training set. In such
a circumstance the model will still retrieve the most similar
question, however, that question might be significantly dif-
ferent from the question asked by the user. Thus, the answers
fetched will not be relevant.

4 The Questions v/s Answers Problem
The cross encoder and bi-encoder approaches rely on map-
ping questions with answers. The underlying assumption in
this approach is that questions and answers will contain sim-
ilar words within the same context. For Example:

Question: What is your father’s name?
Relevant Answer: My father’s name was Mendel.
Non-Relevant Answer: Um ... at the moment i am retired

However, questions and answers are inherently different
types of utterances and have different salient properties.

• Questions have little to no factual information. However,
they provide a framework for the answer. For eg: ’Where
were you born?’ provides no factual information but,
since the word ’where’ is present, the answer must con-
tain information about a place.

• Answers on the other hand may be rich in factual infor-
mation or they might be conversation fillers. But, they
derive their structure from the question. This is why the
question-answer pair knowledge is important while fetch-
ing relevant answers.

• Questions tend to contain a higher frequency of ’wh-’
words like ’where’, ’when’, ’what’, etc..

Due to these reasons, it is expected that the dense embed-
dings for questions and answers will not match along cer-
tain dimensions even if they are related to the same topic.
Furthermore, Word level similarities does not guarantee rel-
evance of answers and the context becomes important. For
example:

Question: Pardon me, what did you say?
Relevant Answer: (Repeat last answer)



Model Accuracy Precision Recall F-Score
Question - Answer Mappings

NPCEditor 90.75 85.35 53.87 61.32
Bi-Encoder 86.53 83.07 60.39 66.85
Bi-Encoder + Cross Encoder 88.14 79.17 58.60 61.08

Question - Question Mappings
Question Similarity 93.57 93.30 58.90 67.42

Table 1: Results on the Pinchas-full dataset.

Model Accuracy Precision Recall F-Score
Question - Answer Mappings

NPCEditor 72.50 66.05 34.41 42.48
Bi-Encoder 58.57 57.89 27.16 32.07
Bi-Encoder + Cross Encoder 68.00 56.81 38.39 40.60

Question - Question Mappings
Question Similarity 74.25 75.16 32.64 42.17

Table 2: Results on the Pinchas-2015 dataset.

Non-Relevant Answer: I beg your pardon, what did you say?

This negatively impacts the performance of answer retrieval.
The ’Question Similarity’ retrieval methodology avoids this
problem by comparing questions with other questions. Thus,
the search space is limited to embeddings with similar fea-
tures.

5 Experiments
5.1 Data Description
The two datasets used in this comparative study are the
Pinchas-2015 (previously used in studies in (Traum et al.
2015a; Alavi, Leuski, and Traum 2020)) and the Pinchas-
full dataset (an expanded dataset). The Pinchas-2015 dataset
consists of 10,094 questions and 1,728 answers with 13,191
links between them. The corresponding test set consists of
400 questions.

The Pinchas-full dataset is a slightly larger dataset with
29,693 questions and 1,610 answers with 35,138 links be-
tween them. The dataset contains the question-answer pairs
from the Pinchas-2015 dataset along with the various audi-
ence interactions of the previous Pinchas systems that were
deployed. The corresponding test set consists of 995 new
questions.

5.2 Preprocessing
The NPCEditor can directly utilize the links for training the
classifier. However, the BERT models need question-answer
pairs with associated relevance scores. Thus, we individu-
ally iterated over all the links and created question-answer
pairs for each link with a relevance score of 1. But, we also
had to introduce negative samples with relevance scores of 0
to balance the dataset and prevent it from becoming skewed.
Thus, for every link, we paired up the question with a ran-
dom answer from the dataset that it was not linked to, and
assigned the pair a relevance score of 0.

5.3 Training overview
In total, 4 models were trained on identical data from the two
datasets. As described in Section 3, these are the NPCEdi-
tor, Bi-Encoder, Bi-Encoder + Cross Encoder and Question
Similarity models. For the NPCEditor, questions were repre-
sented using just the text whereas answers were represented
using both the text and the answer ID. For the deep neural
networks, both questions and answers were represented us-
ing just the text.

The deep neural networks were fine tuned for 6 epochs
with learning rates of {1e-5, 2e-5, and 5e-5} with a linear
learning rate scheduler with {100, 200 and 500} warm-up
steps. The best set of hyperparameters were found to be a
learning rate of 2e-5 with 200 warm-up steps.

6 Results
Tables 1 and 2 contain the metrics recorded for the experi-
ments on the Pinchas-full and Pinchas-2015 datasets respec-
tively. Our focus is primarily on the accuracy and precision
metrics since these are of key interest in a dialogue system.
The models retrieve a ranked list of answers and the high-
est ranked answer is used in the conversation. ”Accuracy”
measures how often the highest ranked answer is relevant
and ”Precision” measures how many answers are relevant in
the set of retrieved answers. If the retrieval method involves
mapping questions to answers, the NPCEditor significantly
outperforms the BERT based models (Bi-Encoder and Bi-
Encoder + Cross Encoder). Whereas the BERT based Ques-
tion Similarity model outperforms all the other models by
mapping new questions to existing ones thus showing the
importance of the Questions v/s Answers problem.

7 Error Analysis
Table 3 contains information about the types of errors
made by the different models on the Pinchas-full dataset
along with table 4 which shows examples of the errors for
better understanding. Since the models perform better on



Model Changed Topic Same Topic Incorrect Short Response No Answer Total
Question - Answer Mappings

NPCEditor 63 28 1 0 92
Bi-Encoder 57 58 17 2 134
Bi-Encoder + Cross Encoder 53 41 20 4 118

Question - Question Mappings
Question Similarity 34 27 3 0 64

Table 3: Types of errors made by the different models.

Changed Topic Error
Question: What was your profession?
Fetched Answer: I had a very happy childhood.
Relevant Answer: I became, you could say, a credit manager in a finance company.
Question: Who are you?
Fetched Answer: Its a wonderful feeling to live among friends and loving family
Relevant Answer: Hi, my name is Pinchas.
Question: Would you please repeat your last answer?
Fetched Answer: I have three children.
Relevant Answer: (repeat last answer)

Same Topic Error
Question: What languages do you speak?
Fetched Answer: Eight, I speak eight languages.
Relevant Answer: I speak Yiddish, I speak Polish, I speak English, French ...
Question: What is your earliest recollection of Nazis?
Fetched Answer: Life in the Ghetto was truly terrible ...
Relevant Answer: Well, life changed to such an extent because after the Nazis occupied Lodz...
Question: When did you immigrate to the USA?
Fetched Answer: I emigrated to Canada in 1985
Relevant Answer: I didn’t. I didn’t emigrate to the USA.

Incorrect Short Response
Question: Do you have an email?
Fetched Answer: No
Relevant Answer: Yes
Question: Do you believe Donald Trump is a good president?
Fetched Answer: Yes
Relevant Answer: I do not have an answer for that
Question: Can you say something in Portuguese?
Fetched Answer: Okay
Relevant Answer: Bom Dia!

No Answer
Question: Where were you born?
Fetched Answer: I do not have an answer for that.
Relevant Answer: I was born in Lodz, Poland.
Question: What is your favorite food?
Fetched Answer: That is a topic for another place and time.
Relevant Answer: My favorite food is Gefilte Fish ...
Question: When did you move to Canada?
Fetched Answer: I do not have an answer for that.
Relevant Answer: I emigrated to Canada in 1985.

Table 4: Examples of different types of errors.

the Pinchas-full dataset as compared to the Pinchas-2015
dataset, we have chosen the prior for the error taxonomy. In
this section, we describe the different kinds of errors made
by the models. Errors are counted only for the highest ranked

response returned by the models as only this response is used
for communication by the model.



7.1 Changed Topic
If an incorrect answer is in no way related to the general
topic which forms the basis of the question, we classify it as
a ”Changed Topic” error. For example: ”Hi, how are you?”
is a salutation and asks about the Pinchas’ well being. If
the answer fetched for this question is ”I was born in Lodz,
Poland”, then that is an irrelevant answer. This is because
the answer is in no way related to the question and doesn’t
provide any insights about the speaker’s well-being. From
an encoder’s perspective, this is usually the case when the
query embeddings are vastly different from the relevant an-
swer embeddings. This could either arise from mislabeled
question-answer pairs during training or due to the Ques-
tions v/s Answers problem. The Question similarity model
makes significantly fewer ’Changed Topic errors illustrating
the role of the Questions v/s Answers problem.

7.2 Same Topic
If the answer fetched for a question is somehow related to
the same general topic as the question, but fails to properly
answer it, we classify the error into this category. The ’Bi-
Encoder’ and ’Bi-Encoder + Cross Encoder’ models tend to
make more errors in this category. This is expected as the
method of retrieving answers depends on embedding simi-
larity. Hence, even if an incorrect answer is fetched, it has
a high chance of being related to the same topic. For exam-
ple: ”can you sing me a prayer?” is a specific question. If the
answer fetched for this question is Pinchas singing a casual
song, then we call it a same topic misunderstanding. Even
though Pinchas is singing something, it does not qualify as
a prayer.

7.3 Incorrect Short Response
These errors refer to one word answers like ”yes” and ”no”
that perfectly answer a question grammatically but are fac-
tually incorrect. Such errors are observed much more with
the ’Bi-Encoder’ and ’Bi-Encoder + Cross Encoder’ models
as these models are trained to fetch utterances that correctly
answer a question. However, it is difficult to capture fac-
tual knowledge with such models. For example: ”Are you
Polish?” is a question that asks about Pinchas’ nationality.
He was indeed born in Poland but if the answer fetched for
this question was ”No”, then we classify it into this cate-
gory. Modelling facts using Encoders requires proper do-
main adaptation which in turn requires large amounts of
data. When using moderate sized corpora like these, param-
eter heavy encoders tend to make more such errors than rel-
evance models.

7.4 No Answer
The datasets contain a few off-topic responses which are
meant to be used when the models are fairly confident about
not being able to answer the question asked. These responses
usually ask the audience to change the topic of the conversa-
tion to something the agent is more familiar with or simply
rephrase their question. In rare occasions we have observed
the model fetching off-topic responses for questions that it
has relevant answers for. Such errors are labelled as ”No An-
swer” errors.

8 Conclusion and Future Work
Given a dataset of moderate size, Deep Neural networks fail
to efficiently learn the mapping between questions and rele-
vant answers. The performance of the ’Bi-Encoder’ and ’Bi-
Encoder + Cross Encoder’ models were dominated by the
NPCEditor, a statistical model based on cross language rel-
evance, in terms of accuracy on both the datasets. However,
if the questions v/s answers problem as described in Sec-
tion 4 is dealt with by limiting the search space to similar
utterances, the BERT based deep neural network can out-
perform the statistical model as shown by the performance
of the ’Question Similarity’ model.

Future work in this domain could explore methods of data
augmentation like back translation. BERT and other trans-
former based architectures work better with large amounts of
data, thus data augmentation could significantly boost per-
formance. The BERT model itself has multiple variations
pretrained on different corpora and objectives. A compara-
tive study of the different versions of BERT could help iden-
tify the best pretrained model for the downstream task of re-
trieval based question answering. Both the deep neural net-
works and the NPCEditor have their own advantages, thus
an ensemble model could potentially be worth looking into.
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